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Asymptotic properties of spectral estimates of second order

By DAVID R. BRILLINGER

London School of Economics and Political Science

SUMMARY

Let X(t) (t=O, ± 1, ... ) be a zero mean, r vector-valued, strictly stationary time series
satisfying a particular assumption about the near-independence of widely separated values.
Given the values X(t) (t= 0,1, ... , T -1), we construct the statistics: I1.k(i\.) (-00 < i\. < 00),
the matrix of second-order periodograms, F~1 (i\.), the matrix of sample spectral measures,
f~l(i\.), the matrix of sample spectral densities and c<f~(u) (u= 0, ± 1, ... ), the matrix of
sample covariances. In the paper expressions are derived for the first- and second-order
moments and the asymptotic distributions of 11.k(i\.), F~i1(i\.), f~l(i\.) and c~1(u). Our
purpose is to determine the form of these moments and to indicate the appearance of the
Wishart distribution as an exact limiting distribution for f<f.k(i\.). It has previously been
suggested as an approximation.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider asymptotic properties of second-order statistics based on sample values from
a strictly stationary vector-valued time series. The series is assumed to possess moments
of all orders and to be such that values of the series, well separated in time, are nearly
stochastically independent. This weak span of dependence requirement is formulated as
Assumption I. It is a principal and unifying assumption of the theorems presented.

The statistics considered are based on the matrix of second-order periodograms. Our
method of proceeding is to derive a general theorem on the asymptotic behaviour of the
periodogram, including a necessary uniform error term, and then to deduce the behaviour
of the other statistics from this. In fact, the periodograms are based on the discrete Fourier
transform ofthe sample. A lemma of Brillinger & Rosenblatt (1967) indicates the elementary
asymptotic sampling properties of this transform. The work of'l'ukey (1967) indicates the
extreme rapidity with which it may be calculated and the consequent quick calculation of
the statistics of this paper. In addition the pleasant analytic properties of Fourier trans
forms are well known. We have therefore been led to take the periodogram as the basis of
our work for three distinct and important reasons. Our work differs from much of the
previous work in giving the periodogram such an important position. A further important
distinction from previous work is that no assumption about the linearity of the underlying
process is required for the results presented here.

We prove that distinct values of the periodogram tend to be asymptotically independent
and have Wishart distributions. The sample spectral measure, F~l(i\.), tends to be Gaussian
with a spectrum of order four, a trispectrum, appearing in its distribution. The sample
autocovariance function, c1.k(u), is also seen to be asymptotically Gaussian, the distribu
tion again involving a trispectrum. We demonstrate the convergence of these statistics,
considered as random functions of i\. and u respectively, to limiting Gaussian processes.

Two limiting distributions are seen to appear in the case of the sample spectral density
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376 DAVID R. BRILLINGER

matrix . Under one limiting process it tends t o be Gauss ian and under a second it tends to
have a Wish art distributi on.

We commence t o set down notation. L et X(t) (t= 0, ±1, . . .) be a strictly stationary
r vec tor-valued t ime series all of whose momen t s exist. Set

Suppose

E{X(t )} = cx ,

E [{X( t+u) - cx }{X(t) - cx}'] = cx x (u) (t ,u = 0, ± 1, . . .).

u = - co

(1'1)

(1·2)

(1·3)

H ere Icxx(u )! denotes t he matrix of absolute values. We may then define f x x(i\) , t he r x r
matrix of second-order spectral den siti es, by

co

f x x(i\) = (21T)-1 ~ cx x(u) exp(- ii\u) (-oo<i\< oo)
u =- co

(1'4)

and Fxx(i\ ), the matrix of second -order spectral measures, by

F x x(i\) = Cfx x(a)da (0~i\~1T). (1·5)
.0

We suppose t hat X(t ) has a weak span of time dependen ce as indicat ed by Assumption 1.
W e cons t ruct est imates c<g'~(u) , f<g'l-(i\) and F<g'~(i\) of cx x(u ), fxx(i\ ) and Fxx(i\) . These

estimates are based on I<g'1:-(i\), t he matrix of second-order periodograms. This last is deri ved
from the fini t e Fourier t ransform of an observed stretch of dat a , X(t) (t= 0,1 , ... , T -1).

We determine asymptotic expressions for the cumulants of c<g'l-(u) , I<g'~(i\) , F <g'l-(i\) and
f <g'1-(i\) and from these cumulants are able to iden t ify the limi ting distribut ions of t he
appropriately standardized estimates. We also consider the weak convergence of t he
sequences of stochastic processes

{c~l(u) (u=O, ± 1, . .. )}, {F<g'l-(i\) (0~i\~1T)} and {f<g'l- (i\)( - oo<i\< oo)}.

'We do not ass ume tha t X(t ) is a linear process.
In t he paper }y':(v, ~) will denote an r x r symmetric matrix-valued Wish art varia te with

variance-covariance matrix ~ and v degrees of free dom . Let Wf'(v,~) denote an r x r
H ermitian matrix-valued complex Wish art variate with variance-cov ariance matrix ~ and
v degrees of freedom . This last distribution is discussed by Goodman (1963). For real
matrices A, Band Z = A + iB , write

ZR=[_~ ~l
then the two are connect ed by Wf'(v , ~)R = W2T(v, ~R). We set

T-1
,!\(Tl(i\) = ~ exp ( - i i\ t),

1=0

(i\ ) = {I (i\ == 0,.mod 21T),}
r; ° otherwise.

(1' 6)

(1'7)

For (Yv 1';, .. .,Yk ) a random variable wit h real or complex components, we denote it s joint
cumulant of order k by )cum (Y1, Y2, • • . , Yk ) . (1·8

This is the coefficient of t1t2 ••• tk in t he expansion of it s cumulant generating funct ion . F or
X , Y complex -valued, cov (X , Y) = E [{(X -E(X)}{Y -E( Y)}'] .
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2. PARAMETERS AND ESTIMATES

Let the r vector-valued series X(t) have real-valued components Xa(t) (a= 1, 2, ... , r). All
moments are assumed to exist and we set

Cal> "'1 ak(tl , ... , tk-l ) = cum {Xa1(t l +7), ... , Xak_Yk-1 +7), X ak(7)}

(aI' . .. ,ak = 1,2, ... , r; t l , ... , tk _ I, 7 = 0, ± 1, ... ; k= 1, 2, ... ) (2·1)

using the assumed stationarity. We then set down

ASSUMPTION 1. X(t) is a strictly stationary series all of whose moments exist. For each
j = 1,2, ... , k-l and any k-tuple aI' a2, ••• , ak we have

2: Itjca1, .... ak_l(tl ' ... ,tk-I)1 < 00 (Ie = 2,3, ... ).
th . .. ,tk-l

(2·2)

Because cumulants are measures of the joint dependence of random variables, (2'2) is
seen to be a form of mixing or asymptotic independence requirement for values ofX(t) well
separated in time. In the case of a Gaussian series, because cumulants of order greater than
2 vanish, Assumption I is satisfied if one requires only

co

2: Itcaa(t)I < 00,
I=-co

(2'3)

where caa(t) is the autocovariance function of Xa(t) (a = 1, 2, ... , r).
IfX(t) satisfies Assumption I we may define its cumulant spectral densities by

(-oo<i\. <00; aI' ... ,ak= 1, 2, ... , r; k= 1, 2, .. . ). (2'4)

(2'5)
T-I

d<;P(i\.) = 2: exp (-ii\.t) X(t),
1=0

If Ie = 2, the cross-spectrafala.(i\.) are collected together in the matrix fxx(i\.) of (1·4).
Suppose now that a stretch, X(t) (t= 0,1, ... , T -1) of the series X(t) is available. For

- 00 < i\. < 00, we define

the finite Fourier transform of the given stretch of data. Denote the entries of d<jl(i\.) by
d~Tl(i\.) (a= 1, 2, ... , r). Following Brillinger & Rosenblatt (1967) one has

(2·7)

(2'6)

LEMMA 2·1. Suppose Assumption I is satisfied, then

cum{d~'fl(i\.l)' .. .,d~'fl(i\.k)} = (27T)k-Ifal> ...,ak(i\.I' ... ,i\.k-I)~(T) (~~j)+0(1).

The error term O(1) is uniform in 1\,...,i\." as T --+ 00.
Suppose that E{X(t)} = 0; then this lemma indicates that one might base estimates of

fxx(i\.) upon

the matrix of second-order periodograms; the bar denotes complex conjugate. As an estimate
of Fxx(i\.) we consider

(2'8)
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378 DAVID R. BRILLINGER

As an estimate of cxx(u), in this case where E{X(t)} = 0, we consider

m~flr(u) = L: X(t+u)X'(t)
O,,;t,t+u";'l' -1

= I~"I<g'lr(a) exp (iua) da, (2'9)

Before constructing an estimate Offxx(A), we set down

ASSUMPTION II. Let H(a) (-1T < a ~ 1T) be a weight function that is bounded, is symmetric
about 0, has a bounded first derivative and is such that

Given B T > 0, we then set

I~"H(a)da = 1. (2'10)

(2'11)

(2'12)

In later sections we will consider the cases: B'l' = KIT; B T ~ 0, BTT -> 00 as T ~ 00;

B'l' constant with respect to T.
As an estimate Offxx(A), we take

f<g'lr(i\) = I:"H(T)(a)I<g'l(A-a)da

T-l I"= (21T)-1 U=~T+l m~n·(u) exp (-iUA) _" H(T)(a) exp (-iua)da .

We have been led to consider a variety of statistics based on I<Ilr(A), the matrix of second
order periodograms, and therefore turn to an investigation of its asymptotic properties.

We note that Bartlett (1966, p. 337) has suggested handling the sampling theory of
vector-valued series X(t) by means of arbitrary linear combinations ex'X(t), with ex an r
vector.

3. THE PERIODOGRA:iYI

Because all of the moments of X(t) are finite, all of the moments of I<g'lr(A) will be finite.
We turn to a determination of the asymptotic cumulants Ofl<g'1:(A) . We do this by using the
rules developed by Leonov & Shiryaev (1959) for determining the joint cumulants of
polynomial functions of random variables.

Denote the entry in the ath row andbth column ofl<I.1:(A) by I~'f;>(A) (a, b= 1, 2, .. ., r). We
then have

THEOREM 3·1. Let X(t) satisfy Assumption I and have mean O. Then.

E{I~fJl(Al)} =fa
1b1(A1)+O(T-l), (3'1)

with O(T-l) uniform in A1>

cov{n~;;l(Al)' I~~J2(A2)} = T-2jil(T)(AI-A2)!2fala2(Al)fblb2( -AI)

+T- 2Iil(T)(A1+A2)!2falb2(Al)fbla2( -AI)

+ 21TT-lfalbla2b2(Al' -A1> -A2)+T-2R('l')(A1>A2), (3'2)

where there is a finite K such that

jR(T)(A1, A2)i ~ K{lil(T)(A1+A2) 1+ lil(T)(A1 - A2)i} (3'3)
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Asymptotic properties of spectral estimates of second order 379

and cum {n~}) (i\I)' ... , I~rJk(i\k)}

= T-k'I:,f:.,.(T)(JtI + VI) . .. f:.,.(T)(Jtk +vk)fc1d1(JtI) .. . fckdk(Jtk)+O(T-l). (3'4)

Here the summation in (3'5) extends over all partitions

(3·5)

into pairs, of the quantities

(3'6)

excluding the cases with Jtj = - Vj = i\,nforsomej, m , The error term, O(T-l), in (3'4) is uniform

in i\v .. . , i\k'
The proofs are given in §8.
From (3'4) we can derive the following corollary.

COROLLARY. Under the conditions of the theorem, if one of i\j+i\m == 0 (mod zer) or
i\j - i\m == 0 (mod 21T) is not true for each j, m. = 1, ... , r, then

cum {n~J,(i\l)' ... ,I~~6/i\k)}-+ 0 as T -+ 00 (k = 3, 4, ... ). (3'7)

Let us now determine the limiting distribution ofl~1:(i\)on the basis of the limiting values
of its cumulants. We have,

THEOREM 3·2. Let X(t) satisfy Assumption I and have mean O.
If 0 ~ i\1 < i\2 < ... < i\k ~ 1T, then I<11(i\1)' ... , I~1:(i\k) are asymptotically independent.

If i\ =1= 0 (mod 1T), then I<1'1:(i\) tends , in distribution, to Wf{l , fxx(i\)}. If i\ == 0 (mod 1T), then
it tends in distribution to T¥,:{1, fxx(i\)} .

The different asymptotic distributions in the cases i\ =1= 0 (mod 1T) and i\ == 0 (mod 1T) reflect
the fact that fxx(i\) and I~1:(i\) are real-valued in the latter case.

The asymptotic behaviour of the periodogram, I~~)(i\), of Xa(t) has been considered by
Bartlett (1966, p. 304), Grenander & Rosenblatt (1957), Hannan (1960, p. 52) and Kawata
(1959). Walker (1965) determines the asymptotic distribution of n~)(i\) for Xa(t) a linear
process. Rao (1967) considers asymptotic properties ofthe cross-periodogram I~t)(i\), a =1= b
of Xa(t) and Xb(t); see also Slutsky (1934) and Olshen (1967).

4. THE SPECTRAL MEASURE

If the series X(t)(t = 0, ± 1, .. . ) has spectral density matrix fxx(i\), then Fxx(i\) , the
matrix of spectral measures, is given by

(4·1)

Outside this range Fxx(i\) is taken to have period 21T and satisfy Fxx( - i\) = F'xx(i\). In
view of (3'1) one can consider estimating Fxx(i\) by

(4·2)

Because of its elementary dependence on I<11(i\),we can determine the asymptotic moments
ofF~l(i\)directly from Theorem 3·1. We have
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380 D AVID R. BRILLINGER

THEOREM 4·1. L et X( t) satisfy A ssumption I and have mean O. Then

E{F~~Jl (i\I)} = Fa1 b.(i\I) + O(T-I ), (4·3 )

and

+f:'f:'fa1 b1a2 b2(a , - a , - P)da dP}+o(T - llog T)

cum{F~~dl (i\I) ' ...,F~r6k(i\k)} = O(T- k+l ) (k = 1, 2, . . . ).

(4·4)

(4' 5)

We see that F <J1(i\ ) is an asymptot ically unbiased and consistent estimate of Fxx(i\) .
In fact one has

CO ROLLARY. Under the conditions of the theorem

and, in fa ct,

pro b { lim F <J1:(i\) = Fxx(i\)} = 1 (0 :::; i\ :::; 1T)
T -->oo

prob {lim sup IF~.k(i\)-Fxx(i\)I=O}=1.
T~OC) O ~ A~ l1

(4·6)

(4'7)

We see that F~.k(i\) is a strongly consiste nt estimate of Fxx(i\ ) with the convergence
uniform in i\.

Let us now turn t o t he consideration of the asymptot ic distribution of F<I.k(i\). We may
use Theorem 4·1 to evaluate the limit s of the cumulants of T !{F<I.k(i\) - Fxx(i\)}. Th e limits
of cumulants of order greater t han two are seen t o vanish and we may conclude

T H E ORE ?>I 4·2 . L et X(t ) (t= 0, ± 1, ••• ) satisfy A ssumption I and have mean O. Then

T!{F~.k(i\I ) - FXX (i\ I )}' ... ,Ti{F~.\:(i\k) - FXX(i\k)}

are asymptotically jointly multivariate normal with covariance structure given by

(#1'#2 = i\I' ... , i\k ; aj' bj = 1,2, . . . , r ; j = 1,2, .. . , k; k = 1,2 , .. . ). (4' 8)

This theorem indicates the asymptot ic normality of finit e collect ions of the FSf .k(i\). We
turn to st ronger results concerning the convergence of the stochast ic process

to a certain Gau ssian process. We first set down some te rminology .
For 0 < a :::; 1, Lip~x r(o, 1T) will denote the Banach space of r x r matrix-valued fun ctions

Y(i\ ) (0 < i\ :::; 1T) , Y(O) = 0, wit h norm

II Y(i\)11 = sup IY(i\)1 + sup lel-a IY(i\+e) - Y(i\)I.
0 ';,1. <" 0 ';,1., ,1.+." "

In t he case r = 1, this space is discussed by Lamperti (1962).
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Asymptotic properties of spectral estimates of second order 381

(4'10)lim E[ff{Y(1')}] = E{ff(Y)}
T -+ro

A sequence {Y(1'l(A)(0 ~ A ~ 7T)} (T = 1, 2, . . .) of stochastic processes, with values in
Lip~xr(o, 7T), is said to converge weakly in the topologyofLip~xr to a process Y(A), with values
in Lip~x "(O, 7T), if

for any bounded real-valued function ff(. ), continuous on Lip~xr(o, 7T).
We may now state

THEOREM 4·3. Let X(t) (t= 0, ±1, . . . ) satisfy Assumption I and have mean 0. Then, for any
ex with °< ex < t , the sequence ofprocesses

[Tk{F<g'~(A) - F xx(A)} (0 ~ A ~ 7T)]

converges weakly in the topologyof Lip~xr to an r x r matrix-valued Gaussian process

{Y(A) (0 ~ A ~ 7T)}
with mean °and

(mUdA!, A.)
cov {Ya1b1(A1 ) , Ya•b.(A2 )} = 27TJ0 fala.(ex)fb1b.( - ex) da

+27TfA'fAfae a b(ex, -ex, -fJ)dexdfJ (aj,bj = 1,2, . . . ,r; j = 1,2). (4'11)
o 0 l 1 • •

IfX(t) satisfies the condition of the theorem, we are now able to assert the convergence in
distribution of funetionals such as

(4,12)

(4,13)

to corresponding functionals based on the Gaussian process Y(A) of the theorem.
Because

(4'14)

we may expect I<g'l(A) to exhibit some ofthe properties ofthe (generalized) derivative ofthe
process Y(A).

Ifr = 1 and X(t) is a linear process, then Grenander & Rosenblatt (1957) demonstrated
the weak convergence ofT~IF(T)(A)-F(A)I to a Gaussian process in the coarser topology of
uniform convergence. Ibragimov (1963) and Malevich (1964, 1965) have considered the
weak convergence of T![F(T)(A)-F(A)I in the case that X(t) is Gaussian with square
integrable spectral density.

5. THE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION

Let X(t) (t= 0, ± 1, ... ) denote an r vector-valued stationary series with autocovariance
function

cxx(u) = E([X(t+u)-E{X(t+u)}] [X(t)-E{X(t)}J') (u=O, ±1, ... ). (5'1)

If E{X(t)} = 0, and the values X(t) (t= 0,1, . .. , T -1) are available, then we can consider
estimating cxx(u) by

m<g'l(u) = T-l ~ X(t+u)X'(t) (u=O,t1, ... ). (5·2)
o,;;t,t+u';;T-l
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m~~(u) =J:" Ill.H x)exp (iua)da

and sowe may determine the statistical properties ofm~l- (u) from those ofI~l-(a). Theorem
3·1 gives directly

THEOREM 5 ·1. Let X(t) (t = 0, t 1 , .. . ) satisfy Assumption I and have m ean o. Then

E{mf.J1(u1)} = malbl(ul)+O(T-l), (5·4)

382

and

cov{m~~Jl(ul)' m~~J2(u2)}

= T -l [J:" exp {ia (u 1 - u2)}fala2(a)fblb2( - a) da

+ (2" exp {ia (u1 +u2)}fa b (a)fb ao( -a) daJ0 1 0 J

+ 27TJ:"J:"exp {i(a1u1+a2u2)}falbla2b2(al ' - a l> a 2>:da 1 da2]+ O(T - 210g T )

cum {mf.d1 (u1), ... ,m~r;'k(uk)} = O(T-k+1)

(5·5)

(5·6)

for U j = 0, t 1, ... ; aj' bj = 1,2, . . . , r;j = 1, . .. , k and k = 1,2, . . . . The error terms are uniform
in each case .

C OROLLAR Y . Under the conditions of the theorem

prob { lim m <,·n (u ) = m x x (u )} = 1 (u=O, t 1, .. . ).
T ->oo

(5·7)

Also prob [lim supl u-l{m:l~(u) - m x x (u )}I = 0] = 1.
'] ' - >00 1<'\'0

(5·S)

Let us now turn to an investigation of the asymptotic distribution of finite collections of
the m <.11 (u ).

T HE ORE M 5·2. L et X(t) (t =O, tI , .. . ) satisfy A ssumption I and have m ean o. Then

T!{m~~(ul) - m XX(u1)}, ... , T!{m~~(uk) - m XX (uk)}

Let us turn to the derivation of a theorem concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the
function {m<.ll-(u)(u= 0, t 1, .. . )}. We first introduce d~x r. This is the image of Lip~xr(o, 7T)
by the Fourier-Stieltjes transform, that is the space of r x r matrix-valued sequences
{y (u ) (u= 0, t 1, . .. )} of the form

y( u) = J:exp (iua) dY(a) , (5·10)

where Y(a) E Lip~x r(o, 7T) for 0 < a ~ 1. As norm of this y(u) we take IIY(A)II .
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Elementary calculat ions indicate t hat d'~xr is a subspace of the Banach space of r x r
matrix-valued sequences, y(u) (u = 0, ± 1, . .. ), with norm

W e have

Ily (u)ll" = sup ly (u )1 + sup lu - H" y(u )l·
u u ",o

(5·11 )

(5·12)

THEO RE M 5·3. L et X (t ) satisfy A ssumption I and have mean 0. Then , f or any a with°< a < !, the sequence of p rocesses {T !{m <[1-(u ) - m x x (u )} (u = 0, ± 1, )}converges weakly
in the topology of d'~x r to a zero mean Gaussian p rocess {y (u ) (u=O, ± 1, )} with

cov {Ya,b,(u1 ) , Ya. b.(U2 )}

J
217 J 217

= ° exp {ia(u1-u2)}fa,a.(a)fb
1b

.( -a)da+ ° exp{ia(u l +u2)}fa,b.(a)fb, a.( - a)da

f
217 f 217

+21T exp {i(alu1 + a 2u 2 )}fa b a b (aI ' - a v ( 2 )da l da 2•
o 0 " • •

Turning to related work and the case of a real-valued series X a(t), we note that Slutsky
(1934) considered asymptotic properties of m~~)(u) in the Gaussian case. Parzen (1961) gave
conditions for the convergence of m~~)(u) with probability 1. Bartlett (1946; 1966, p . 285)
and Parzen (1957b) developed formulae for the asymptotic variance of m~~)(u). Walker
(1954) , Lomnicki & Zaremba (1957 ,1959) , Parzen (19 57a) and Anderson & Walker (1964)
cons idered t he asymptotic normali ty of m~~) (u) in the case wh ere X a(t) was a lin ear process.
Rosenblatt (196 2) considered asymptotic normality in the case where X a(t) is Gaussian.

Bartlett (1966, p. 286) not ed that, if instead of the aut ocovariance function m~~)(u ), one
cons ide red the aut ocorrelation function m~~) (u)/m~~)(O), and X a(t) was a linear process, then
only seco nd -orde r sp ectra appear in the asymptotic variance formula. Elementary calcula 
ti ons based on (5'9) indicate that t his result do es not continue t o hold in the case that X a(t) is
not a lin ear pro cess .

6. THE SPEC TRAL DENSITY

We turn t o the investi gation of est imates of fXX(A) t he matrix of second-order spectral
densities. Let H(a) (-1T < a ~1T) be a weight function sat isfy ing Assumption II. Let B T
be a scale factor depending on T . Suppose X(t) (t=O, ±1, . .. ) has mean O. Let

h(T)(u) = J:
l7

H<T)(a )eXP ( - iUa )da , (6'1)

where H(T)(a) is given by (2'11). As an estimate off<[1-(a), we propose

T - l
f~l (A ) = (21T)-1 ~ h('l')(u) m <[1-(u) exp ( - iUA)

u = - T +l

(6·2)

that is a weighted average of the periodogram. W e may prove

THE OR EM 6·1. L et X(t) (t = 0, ± 1, . .. ) satisf y A ssumption I and have m ean 0. L etf<[1-(A) be
constructed in the manner of (6' 2), where H(a) satisfies A ssumption II . Then

(6·3)
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cov {f~~~(Al),f~~~(A2)}

= t-» U:"H(a) H(A2-Al-a)fala2(Al-a)fblb2(a-Al) da

+ f:" H(a) Il(A 2+A l -a)fa1b2(Al - a)fb1a2(a - AI) da}

+ 27TT-lf f:"H(a J ) H(a2)falbla2b2(Al -aI' a l- AI'a2- A2) dal da2

+O(T-2log T) (BT= 1), (6'4)

cov {f~~J..(Al),f~;J.(A2)} = Bi,1T-l U:"H(a)2 da} [1J(Al - A2)fa,a2(Al)fb1b2( - AI)

+1J(Al +A2)falb2(Al)fbJa2( -AI)]

+O(BT
211-2) (BT-+O, BT1'-+ 00 as T-+oo).

Al {.f(T) (A ) .f(T) A } _ {O(T-k+l) (BT = 1),
so cum Ja1b1 l' ·" ,Jakbk( k) - O(BTk+lT-k+l) (BT-+O, BTT-+oo as T-+oo).

Turning to the asymptotic distribution offg±(A), we have

THEOREM 6·2. Let X(t) (t=O, ± 1, ... ) satisfy Assumption I and have mean O. Let

f~1(Al)' ... , fg±(Ak)

be constructed in the manner of (6·2), where H(a) satisfies Assumption II . If BTT -+ 00 as
T -+ 00, then

(BTT)! [f~±(Al)-E{f~±(Al)}]'... , (BTT)! [fg±(Ak)-E{f~±(Ak)}] (k= 1, 2, ... )

is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance structure indicated by (6·4).
On occasion an alternative form ofasymptotic distribution mayprove relevant. Suppose we

estimate fxx(A) by a simple average of periodograms. For example, with s(T), m integers
and 27TS(T)/T near A, consider

and

Then one has

m
(2m+l)-1 ~ I~H27T{s(T)+s}/T] (A=I=O,mod7T)

s=-m

(2m + 2)-1 {I<i1(A)+s~m Ig±(A + 27TS/T)} (A=0, mod 7T) .

(6'5)

(6'6)

THEOREM 6·3. Let X(t) (t=O, ± 1, ... ) satisfy Assumption I and have mean O. Letmbefixed
and 27TS(T)/T -+ A as T -+ 00. If A =1= 0 (mod n), (6'5) tends in distribution to

(2m+l)-1 Wf{2m+l,fx x(A)} .

If A =0 (mod zr), (6'6) tends in distribution to (2m+ 1)-1 fY,:{2m+ l,fxx(A)}.
In the notation of (6·2), the estimates (6'5), (6'6) correspond to a B T of order T-l.
One may prove a theorem concerning the weak convergence of the process

{fg±(A) (-00 < A< (f)))

in the case B T = 1. The theorem follows directly from the weak convergence of

{Fg±(A) (O~A~7T)}
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and the representation

f 1.'[>(I,<) = f:H(a)d{F~p(A-a)+Fb~)(A- a)}. (6'7)

The theorem involves t he weak convergence of T![f~~(A)-E{f~1- (A)}] to a zero mean
Gaussian process with covariance structure indicated by (6·4) and is clear in view of our
previous results.

The asym ptotic mean and vari an ce of power spectral estimates were investigated by
Grenander & Rosenblat t (1957) , P arzen (1957a, b) and Blackman & Tukey (1958, p. 16) .
Asymptotic normality has been demonstrated , under various condit ions, by Rosenblatt
(1959) and Brillinger (196 5, 1968). Bartlett (1950) made use of the X2 distribution for
smoot hed periodogram est imates. The approximation of the distribution of f~.k(A) by a
complex Wishart was suggeste d by Goodman (1963 ). Wahba (196 8) proves t ha t expression
(6'5) has the form (2m+ 1)-1 Wf{2m+ 1,fx x(A)} + Op(T-I) + Op(m- I ). This does not yield our
Theorem 6,3, however .

7. DEPARTURES FRO1\'[ ASS UMPTIONS

(7·1)(t=O,l,oo. ,T-l )
T - I

y eT) = T -I ~ Y(t)
1=0

The most common departure from the assumptions of this paper will be for the series to
have non-zero mean.

Let Y(t) sat isfy Assumption 1. Let X(t ) = Y( t) -E{Y(t )}, then X(t ) will have zero mean
and the results of the paper will apply to it. Suppose Y (t) (t = 0,1, ... , T -1) are available.
Set

and Y (T)(t ) = Y (t) - y eT) = X(t )+ [E{Y( t)} - y (T)] (t = 0, 1, ... , T - 1). (7·2)

Our procedure will be to replace the statist ics, of t he paper, based on X(t ) (t= 0, 1, ... , T - 1)
by statist ics based on y (l ) (t) (t = 0, 1, ... , T -1 ).

In many cases the difference y eT)- E{Y (t)} is asymptotically negligible and the result s
of the paper cont inue to hold. See the discussion of Walker (1965), P arzen (1957a,b),
Hannan (1967 ), for example.

There are immediate extensions of the theorems of this paper to apply to the case of a
cont inuous t ime process X(t) ( - 00 < t < (0) sat isfying

r oof Itjca" ....ak(tI ' . . ., tk- I ) 1 dtI .. · dtk_I < 00 (aI ' . oo , ak = 1,2, oo ., r; k = 1,2, . .. ).

iI' .. . , lk - l
(7'3)

8. PROOFS

In this sect ion we present proofs of t he various theorems of the paper .

P roof of Theorem 3·1. Let us determine

cum {d~;) (AI) db';) ( - AI)' .. . , d~~)(Ak) db~)( - Ak )}

as (3' 1), (3·2 ), (3' 3) follow directly from it. We use a result of Leonov & Shiryaev (1959) and
argue as did Brillinger (1965), Brillinger & Rosenb latt (1967) and Brillinger (1968) . The
cumulant in question is given by

~ cum (OVl) .. . cum (Ovp)' (8' 1)
v
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where (OV1' ... , 0vp] is an indecomposable partition of the elements of the table

d~~)(Al)' d~~)( - AI)
(8'2)

(8'3)

(8'4)

det (I - 2i~e)-!v

(Anderson, 1958), while that of a Wf(v, ~) variate is given (Goodman, 1963) by

det (I - i~e)-v.

d~r)(Ale)' d~f)( - Ale)

and the summation in (8'1) extends over all such indecomposable partitions. We may now
use Lemma 2·1 to evaluate cum (Ow) and obtain (3'1), (3·2) , (3'3) by retaining only the

J
principal terms.

Proof ofOorollary. This follows from the fact that T-ll~(T)(A)1 -+ 0 unless A == 0 (mod 217).
Before turning to a proof of Theorem 3,2, we first note that the characteristic function of

a }f,:(v, ~) variate is given by

These are both analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin so the variates are determined by
their moments.

We can now turn to

Proof of Th eorem 3·2. The stated asymptotic independence follows from the Corollary
of Theorem 3·1.

Suppose A =1= 0 (mod 17), then from (3'4), it follows that

lim cum{I~~61(A), .. .,I~rtk(A)} = ~fc1d1(A) .. .f ckdj;(A), (8'5)
T_ro

where the summation in (8'5) extends over permutations (cl , ... , cle) of (av ... , ale)' permuta
tions (dv ... , dk ) of (bv ... , bk ) , no dj = bm if aj = am' The rules of Leonov & Shiryaev
indicate that (8'5) is cum (lfa1b1' ... , lfakbk)' where W is Wf{1 , fxx(A)}. Because the complex
Wishart is determined by its moments, the proof is completed in the case A =1= 0 (mod 17).
The case A == 0 (mod 17) follows in a similar manner.

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4,1, we note two properties of the function
~(T)(a).

To begin, we have (Edwards, 1967, p. 80)

f: 1~(T)(a2-al)1 002 = o(logT) . (8·6)

Also for 0 ~ aI' A2 ~ 17

J
A' T-l l ~(T)(a -a )1200 = {O(T-l) (A2<al) }
o 1 2 2 217 +O(T-l) (A2>al) .

This last expression follows from the fact (Edwards, 1967, p. 79) that

f:" T-ll~(T)(a)12da = 217.

Proof of Theorem 4·1. We note that

(8'7)

(8'8)

(j= 1, 2, .. . , k), (8·9)

and so results may be made to follow from corresponding results concerning 1~;b~(ai)'
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Relation (4'3) is seen to follow directly from relations (4·2) and (3·1) . Turning to (4'4), from
(3·2) one has

coV{F~~J,(Al) ' F~~2(A2)}

= f:'fa1a2(a1)fb1b.( -a1) U:'T-2Iil(T)(al-a2)12da2} da1

+J:'falb2(al)fbl ao( -a1) {foA' T-2INT)(a1 +a2)12da2} da1

+ 21TT-IJA'JA'falb a b.(aV -av -a2)dalda2+0(T-2logT), (8'10)
o 0 1 •

and the indicated result follows from the previous discussion.
Expression (4'5) follows from (3'4) directly.

Proof of Oorollary. Equation (4'6) states that F~.k(A) tends to Fxx(A) with probability
one . Now (4'3), (4'4) and (4'5) indicate that

E{IF~;6,(Al)-Fa,b,(Al)14} = O(T-2) (~, b1 = 1,2, ... , r) .

Equation (4'6) now follows from the convergent series criterion.
Because Fxx(A) is a continuous bounded monotonic function of A, (4'6) implies (4'7)

following a theorem of Polya.
In the proof of Theorem 4'3 we will make use of the identity

E(Y1J';. .. Yk) = ~ cum{Yj (jevl)} . .. cum{Yj (jevp )},
v

(8'11)

where the summation is over all partitions (vv V2, .. . , vp ) (p = 1,2, ... , k) of the integers
1,2, ... , k.

Proof of Theorem 4·3. We note that the various cumulant spectra of X(t) are bounded
following Assumption 1. If we note this and use (8'11) above with Theorem 4'3 , then for
n a positive integer

ITnE([I~'P(al) - E{I~'p(al)}] . . . [I~~)(a2n) - E{I~i>(a2n)}]) I
~ icz {lil(T)(a~± av.)12 .. . lil(T)(avznp ±av2n)12} (8'12)

for some K> 0, where the summation extends over all permutations (vv v2, ... , v2n) of
(1,2, .. . , 2n) and all choices of ±.

Therefore,

(8'13)

for some L > 0 as we may integrate out n of the a's to remove the il(T) fun ctions and then
note that the remaining a's range from # to A.

It follows from (3'1) that there exists M > 0 such that

I[E{F~P(A)}-F~~)(A)]- [E{F~1;>(p,)} -F~)(#)]I ~ MIA - #1. (8'14)
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The combination of (8'13) and (8'14) gives

TnE I{F~)(A)-Fab(A)}-{F~P(ft)-]i~b(ft)}12n~ N IA-ftl n (8'15)

for some N > O.
The indicated theorem now follows from the multivariate extension of the principal

theorem of Lamperti (1962).

Proof of Theorem 5·1 . We note that

m~f~(uJ) = J~/lJ~(aj) exp (iua j) daj (j = 1, 2, ... , k), (8'16)

and so (5'4), (5'5) and (5'6) follow directly by the arguments used in the proofof Theorem 4·1.

Proof of Oorollary. We may write

mlJ'~(uj) = J: exp(iua)d{F~f~(a)+FbfJ/a)}

= {FlJ'~(1T)+Fbf~(1T)}-iuJ: {F~f~(a)+Fbf~(a)}exp(iua)da (8·17)

if one integrates by parts. Equations (5·7) and (5'8) now follow from (4'6) and (4·7).

Proof of Theorem 5·2. This follows directly as did the proof of Theorem 4·2.

Proof of Theorem 5·3. Because the mapping of Lip~xr(o, 1T) to d~xr indicated by (5'10) is
continuous, Theorem 5·3 follows directly from Theorem 5·4 once we note that

T~{m~:!'6J.(Uj)- ma·b·(Uj)} = I7T exp (iua) dT?;{F~;J.(a) - F(J~b.(a) +Fb'!'J·(a) - Fb·(J)a)}.
-J J J 0 -J J " J .1 J J J -J

(8'18)

Proof of Theorem 6·1. Expression (6' 3) follows directly from (6' 2), (3'1) and the definition
of H(T)(a). Turning to (6'4), from (6·2) we have

cov {.f~~Jl(AI),f~~J.(A2)} = JJ:7T H<11(al) H<T)(a2) cov {I~~Jl(AI - all, I~~J.(i\2- ( 2)}dal da2·

(8'19)

We will substitute into this expression from (3'2). Now in the case that BTT -7- 00 we have

Also

J:7T H(T)(a) T-II~(11(y-a)12da = H(11(y) +O(B;z.2T-I) (-1T ~ Y ~1T).

J~)H(1')(a)II~(1')(y-a)lda = O(B;z.1 log T) .

(8'20)

(8'21)

These two indicate that the covariance in question is given by

T-I {J:7T H<T)(a)H(T)(A2-AI-a)fala.(AI-al)fblb.(al-AI)da

+J:7T H(11(a) H(1')(A2+Al -a)fa1b.(AI -a)fb1a.(a- AI)da}

+ 21TT-IJJ:7TH(11(al) H(1')(a2)fa1b1a.b.(AI-av a l - x, a2-A2) dal da2

+ O(B;z.2T-2) +O(B;z.IT-310 g T) (8·22)

from which (6'4) follows.
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Expression (6'5) follows by a similar, but cruder, argument using (3'4).

Proof of Theorem 6·2. We note that all cumulants of order greater than two tend to 0 as
T -+ 00. This gives the result.

Proof of Theorem 6·3. This follows directly from Theorem 3·2.

I would like to thank Professor J. Durbin for a number of helpful comments.
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